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Abstract
This paper presents the multiaxial formulation of a plasticity model for sand under cyclic shearing. The model adopts a kinematic
hardening circular cone as the yield surface and three non-circular conical surfaces corresponding to the deviatoric stress ratios at phase
transformation, peak strength and critical state. The shape of the non-circular surfaces is formulated in accordance with the experimentally
established failure criteria, while their size is related to the value of the state parameter c . To simulate cyclic response under small and large
shear strain amplitudes without a change in model parameters, it was found necessary to introduce: (a) a non-linear hysteretic (Ramberg±
Osgood type) formulation for the strain rate of elastic states and (b) an empirical index of the effect of fabric evolution during shearing which
scales the plastic modulus. This index is estimated in terms of a macroscopic second-order fabric tensor, which develops as a function of the
plastic volumetric strain increment and the loading direction in the deviatoric plane. Comparison of simulations to pertinent data from 27
resonant column, cyclic triaxial and cyclic direct simple shear tests provide a measure for the overall accuracy of the model. q 2002 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Bounding surface; Constitutive equations; Critical state; Cyclic loading; Fabric; Hysteresis; Liquefaction; Sand; State parameter

1. Introduction
Traditionally, the ability to simulate cyclic shearing in an
elasto-plastic context has been addressed by incorporating
kinematic hardening [24] and by appropriately modifying
the ¯ow rule, otherwise designed and calibrated for monotonic shearing. In this manner, some basic elements of
cyclic shearing, such as stiffness degradation and hysteretic
energy dissipation (damping), can be simulated in a qualitative rather than a quantitative manner. However, simulating cyclic shearing in practice is far more demanding, since
it must also address various other issues, such as strain
accumulation or excess pore pressure buildup, and all
these with quantitative accuracy. In fact, any pertinent
analytical simulation should be able to address the full spectrum of cyclic response, which is primarily a function of the
amplitude of the cyclic shear strain g c [8,14,32]. Moreover,
for numerical applications, it is imperative that the model
applies for multiaxial shearing of various g c levels and
* Corresponding author. Tel.: 130-10-7723-744/130-10-8238-183; fax:
130-10-7723-428.
E-mail addresses: loupapas@alum.mit.edu (A.G. Papadimitriou),
g.bouck@civil.ntua.gr (G.D. Bouckovalas).

initial (density and stress) conditions with a single set of
parameters.
The effect of initial conditions on sand response has been
effectively accounted for in the literature by incorporating
the state parameter c in constitutive equations, either implicitly [16] or explicitly [10,19,21,34]). To account for the
effect of g c, Papadimitriou et al. [27] recently presented a
development of the model of Manzari and Dafalias [21],
where: (a) a non-linear hysteretic (Ramberg±Osgood type)
formulation was adopted for elastic states and (b) an empirical estimator of the effect of fabric evolution during
shearing was introduced to scale the magnitude of plastic
strains. The new model was initially formulated for triaxial
testing conditions. Hence, the constitutive equations were
presented in terms of the triaxial deviatoric stress q  s v 2
s h and the mean effective stress p  s v 1 2s h =3; where
subscripts v and h denote the vertical and the horizontal
directions, respectively. The triaxial testing conditions are
a special case of shearing, which provide simplicity in the
presentation of constitutive equations of the model and
enable elaboration on how it was formulated and calibrated
in accordance with the experimental data.
This paper presents a multiaxial formulation of the aforementioned model, which is necessary for the implementation
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wedge-type yield surface with the following yield function
[21]:
f  h 2 a 7 m  h 2 a 2 wm  0;

Fig. 1. Model surfaces in the [q±p] triaxial stress spaceÐde®nition of
mobilized deviatoric stress ratios M c;b;d (projection rule).

of the model in numerical codes used for solving general
boundary value problems of geotechnical earthquake engineering. A special emphasis is given to the generalizing
scheme, and more speci®cally to the assumption concerning
the effect of the intermediate principal stress s 2, as this
stems from experimental evidence. Furthermore, the empirical index of the effect of fabric evolution is improved to
account for the directivity of multiaxial shearing by means
of a second-order tensor. The overall performance of the
model is evaluated in comparison to measurements from
27 resonant column, cyclic triaxial and cyclic direct simple
shear tests performed on Nevada sand [2].
In the following, tensorial quantities are denoted by boldface characters (e.g. s denotes the effective stress tensor), so
that they can be readily distinguished from plain text
scalars.
2. Basic concepts and equations
The proposed elasto-plastic formulation is a yield/bounding surface critical state model, formulated in terms of effective stresses. Hence, it adopts a unique Critical State Surface
(CSS) in the [s±void ratio e] space, which is independent
of the sample preparation method (i.e. depositional anisotropy), the shear path direction and the drainage conditions.
The projection of the CSS on the [e±ln(p)] space is assumed
linear and is named critical state line (CSL). Consequently,
the state parameter c of Been and Jefferies [4] is given as:

2

where h is the deviatoric stress ratio q=p at yield. The values
of a and m correspond to tangents of angles related to the
bisector and the opening of the yield surface. While m
remains constant (no isotropic hardening), a is the kinematic hardening variable.
The 7 sign is alternatively included in Eq. (2) via parameter w, i.e. the `direction' of triaxial shearing. This name
stems from the fact that w  11 for shearing in triaxial
compression (where s 1 . s 2  s 3 ) and w  21 for shearing in triaxial extension s 1  s 2 . s 3 : In this way, h 
a 1 m when yielding is reached in compression (i.e. f  0
for w  11), while h  a 2 m when yielding is reached
in extension (i.e. f  0 for w  21). Hence, knowledge of
a is mandatory for de®ning the value of the mobilized
deviatoric stress ratio h at yield. This means that the deviatoric stress ratio-valued parameter a is essentially a state
variable associated with the recent stress±strain history. In
plasticity literature, state variables such as a are referred to
as back-stress ratios.
Furthermore, the model incorporates three additional
open wedge-type surfaces with apex at the origin of stress
space: the critical state surface, the bounding surface and the
dilatancy surface. As shown in Fig. 1, their shape for triaxial
compression is uniquely de®ned by the deviatoric stressratios Mcc ; Mcb and Mcd ; respectively, or Mcc;b;d ; collectively.
In the same manner, deviatoric stress-ratios Mec;b;d de®ne the
shapes of these surfaces for triaxial extension. Based on
Manzari and Dafalias [21], who extended the work of
Wood et al. [34], these deviatoric stress-ratios are interrelated by:
b
c
b
Mc;e
 Mc;e
1 kc;e
k 2 cl

3a

d
c
d
M c;e
 Mc;e
1 kc;e
c

3b

1

where k l are the Macauley brackets yielding kAl  A if A .
0 and kAl  0 if A # 0: The parameters k cb and kcd are positive constants, while the critical state deviatoric stress ratios
Mcc and Mec are user-de®ned independent parameters.
As a ®rst approximation for practical applications, it is
assumed that:

keb;d  Mec =Mcc kcb;d
4

where (ecs)a and l are user-de®ned parameters, while pa is
the atmospheric pressure in the desired units (e.g. pa 
98:1 kPa in SI). The form given to ecs in Eq. (1) is the
simplest possible, since it requires the calibration of merely
two constants. Other forms could be used in variants of this
model, without further changes in constitutive equations.
For simplicity, the shape and the role of model surfaces is
®rst described in the triaxial [q±p] stress space with the aid
of Fig. 1. Observe that the model is characterized by an open

Nevertheless, for greater accuracy, this interrelation can be
omitted at the cost of two extra parameters (keb and ked ).
Along the lines of bounding surface plasticity [7], the
critical state, the bounding and the dilatancy surfaces can
be viewed as the loci of the respective `image' points of the
current stress state. An example de®nition of image points
according to the adopted projection rule is provided in Fig.
1. Observe that, for all compressive stress rates (like the
ones denoted by vectors in Fig. 1), the image points of

c  e 2 e cs  e 2 ecs a 1 l ln p=pa ;
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where Gt and Kt are the tangential elastic shear and bulk
moduli, respectively. In turn, the plastic strain rate is given
by the following general equation:
d1p  kLlR;

8

where tensor R de®nes the direction of the plastic strain rate
and L is the scaling loading index, given by:

L

Fig. 2. Model surfaces in the multiaxial stress spaceÐde®nition of conjugate deviatoric back-stress ratio tensors ac;b;d (projection rule).

p; q  ph on the three surfaces are points p; w pM c;b;d ;
where:
M c;b;d  Mcc;b;d kwl 1 Mec;b;d k 2 wl

5
p; pMcc;b;d 

for w  1
In this way, the image of p; q is point
(Fig. 1) and point p; 2pMec;b;d  for w  21: Given this
projection rule, the scalar `distances' dc;b;d of the current
stress state from the three model surfaces are de®ned as
dc;b;d  M c;b;d 2 wh; i.e. in terms of deviatoric stress
ratios.
According to Eq. (2), a  h 2 wm; hence, h and a are
constantly interrelated. Similarly, one may relate the deviatoric stress ratios M c;b;d of Eq. (5) to the respective deviatoric stress ratio-valued parameters ac;b;d according to:

ac;b;d  M c;b;d 2 m;

6

where ac;b;d correspond to the respective conjugate values of
the current deviatoric stress ratio-valued parameter a (or
conjugate back-stress ratios on the three surfaces). Given
this de®nition, the three surfaces can be alternatively viewed
as the loci of ac;b;d values. In this approach, the scalar
distances dc;b;d are rede®ned as dc;b;d  ac;b;d 2 wa; i.e.
in terms of deviatoric stress ratio-valued parameters. For
triaxial testing conditions, these two de®nitions of model
surfaces and scalar distances d c;b;d are analytically equivalent and none is preferable to the other. In the multiaxial
stress space, the latter is preferred for reasons that will be
discussed in Section 3.
The general form of the stress±strain relations is that of
classical elasto-plasticity. Namely, the total strain rate d1 is
deconvoluted into an elastic component d1e and a plastic
component d1 p. If e and s denote the deviatoric strain and
stress tensors, then the elastic deviatoric and volumetric
strain rates are given by:
ds
de 
2Gt

7a

dp
;
Kt

7b

e

d1ep 

L : ds
;
Kp

9

where Kp is the plastic modulus and L  2f =2s is the
normal to the yield surface de®ning the loading direction
in multiaxial stress space. Note that the operator : between
two tensorial quantities denotes the double inner product of
these tensors and provides the trace of their product. The
inclusion of the Macauley brackets in Eq. (8) ensures that
non-positive values of L lead to d1 p  0: In other words, it
is the sign of L that distinguishes loading L . 0; from
unloading L , 0 or neutral loading L  0:
Eqs. (7a) through (9) provide a general outline of the
proposed incremental stress±strain relations in multiaxial
space. Full presentation of the model requires speci®c
analytical expressions for the model surfaces, the elastic
moduli Gt and Kt, the plastic modulus Kp and the plastic
strain direction tensor R. These issues are in turn the
subjects of the following paragraphs.
3. Model surfaces in multiaxial stress space
The open wedge-type surfaces of the model in triaxial
testing conditions become open cones in the multiaxial
stress space. Hence, the surfaces are fully de®ned in terms
of the deviatoric stress ratio tensor r  s=p: In particular, of
importance is merely the cross-section of these surfaces on
the p-plane of the r space, i.e. the plane perpendicular to the
diagonal of this space.
The yield surface of the model is given the shape of a
kinematically hardening circular cone with apex at the
origin of axes, expressed as [21]:
p p
f  s 2 pa : s 2 pa 2 2=3mp  0;
10
where a is a deviatoric stress ratio-valued tensor, which
determines
the axis of the circular cone with radius equal
p
to 2=3m: The role of tensor a in multiaxial stress space is
the same as scalar a in the triaxial space, i.e. it is a deviatoric back-stress ratio tensor. Among other issues, Fig. 2
shows the circular shape of the yield surface on the pplane of the r space. The normal to the yield surface,
denoted by tensor L in Eq. (9), is now given by:
Ln2

V
I
3

where:
r2a
n  p
2=3m

11a

11b
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p
V  a : n 1 2=3m

11c

Tensor I is the second order identity tensor and n is the unit
deviatoric stress ratio tensor n : n  1: As deduced from
Fig. 2 and Eqs. (11a)±(11c), tensor n is the component of
the loading direction L that lies on the p-plane of the r
space. As mentioned in Section 2, the model does not incorporate isotropic hardening. Hence, its size, quanti®ed by
scalar m, remains ®xed to a value that should lead to a
relatively small, but distinguishable for numerical purposes,
yield surface. Application of the model has shown that a
value of m  0:06±0:07 meets these requirements. Note that
the circular shape given to the yield surface on the p-plane
is the simplest possible, since Eq. (10) does not include any
type of dependence on a Lode angle u or on third invariants
of stresses. Any other, possibly more accurate, shape would
have complicated the form of the loading direction L, since
it would have to include derivatives of function f with
respect to u and derivatives of u with respect to s, with
possibly small bene®ts in overall accuracy (e.g. [10]).
The critical state, the bounding and the dilatancy surfaces
are also conical, but are not characterized by a circular
shape on the p-plane, since M cc;b;d ± Mcc;b;d and equivalently, acc;b;d ± ac;b;d
; in general. In their case, the model
e
requires the calculation of Lode angle u , which is de®ned in
terms of the stress ratio tensor r  r 2 a (e.g. [11,21])
according to:
p
3 3 J 3
cos 3u 
;
12
2 J 3=2
2
where J2  1=2r : r and J 3  1=3r : r : r are the second
 The Lode angle
and third invariants of stress ratio tensor r:
u corresponds to the direction of the stress ratio tensor r
(or equivalently of n) on the p-plane (Fig. 2) and varies
from u  0 for triaxial compression to u  p=3 for triaxial
extension.
As shown in Fig. 2, model surfaces in the multiaxial stress
space are de®ned in terms of the conjugate deviatoric (back)
stress ratio-valued tensors ac;b;d corresponding to the three
surfaces, as [21]:
p
ac;b;d  2=3ac;b;d
n;
13
u
where ac;b;d
are continuous deviatoric stress ratio-valued
u
functions of angle u taking the values a0c;b;d  acc;b;d 
c;b;d
c;b;d
Mc;e
2 m for triaxial compression u  0; ac;b;d
p=3  ae
c;b;d
 Me 2 m for triaxial extension u  p=3 and intermediate values for non-triaxial conditions 0 , u , p=3:
In other words, Eq. (13) corresponds to the projection rule
of the model in the multiaxial stress space. Given this
projection rule, the scalar distances dc;b;d are de®ned as:
d c;b;d  ac;b;d 2 a : n

14

Note that while the three surfaces in the triaxial stress space
c;b;d
(see
are de®ned either in terms of Mcc;b;d or in terms of ac;e
Section 2), their shape in the multiaxial stress space is

uniquely de®ned in terms of ac;b;d
c;e (Eq. (13)). Similarly, in
Eq. (14), it is the location of a (i.e. a point on the p-plane)
with respect to model surfaces that is of importance for the
de®nition of scalar distances dc;b;d : In the alternative case of
de®ning model surfaces in the multiaxial stress space in
c;b;d
terms of Mc;e
; the model would have to address how the
kinematically hardening yield surface would eventually
adjoin to the model surfaces, an issue that could be analytically complicated.
The generally non-circular shape of the critical state, the
bounding and the dilatancy surfaces is introduced via the
Lode angle u dependence of scalars ac;b;d
in Eq. (13). These
u
are de®ned as:

ac;b;d
 g u; cc;b;d Mcc;b;d 2 m;
u

15

where g u; cc;b;d  is the function that introduces the effect of
Lode angle u and cc;b;d  Mec;b;d =Mcc;b;d (#1). In this way, the
complicated task of de®ning model surfaces in terms of
third invariants of stresses degenerates into merely de®ning
an appropriate continuous function g in Eq. (15) with the
following prerequisites: g  1 for u  0 and g  cc;b;d for
u  p=3: The usual selection for this purpose is the wellknown and established formula of Argyris et al. [1]:
g u; cc;b;d  

cc;b;d
1 1 cc;b;d 
1 2 cc;b;d 
2
cos 3u
2
2

16

In this paper, an alternative form for function g is proposed,
which is based on Eq. (16), but yields more accurate
strength predictions for non-triaxial conditions, namely:
g u; cc;b;d   "

2cc;b;d

#
1 1 cc;b;d 
1 2 cc;b;d 
2
cos 3u
2
2
"
#
1 1 cc;b;d 
1 2 cc;b;d 
1
cos 3u
2
2
2

17

When cc;b;d  1; both Eqs. (16) and (17) lead to circular
cones centered at the hydrostatic axis (i.e. take the form
of Drucker±Prager cones). An example of the shapes of
the three surfaces on the p-plane, based on Eq. (17) with
cc;b;d  0:8; is given in Fig. 2.
The accuracy of Eqs. (16) and (17) for non-triaxial conditions is explored parametrically in Fig. 3, where the friction
angle w is related to the intermediate principal stress parameter b  s 2 2 s 3 = s 1 2 s 3  and the friction angle in
triaxial compression wTC  w (for b  0). More speci®cally, the values of w that procure by using Eqs. (16) and
(17) (and demanding dc;b;d  0) are denoted as the `Argyris
et al.' and the `proposed' failure criteria, respectively in
Fig. 3. These predictions are compared to three wellknown failure criteria, established on the basis of extensive
experimental data: (a) Mohr-Coulomb, (b) Matsuoka and
Nakai [22] and (c) Lade and Duncan [17]. Note that these
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Fig. 3. Friction angle w as a function of the b parameter, according to different failure criteria.

three criteria require only the value of w TC as input, while
Eqs. (16) and (17) are de®ned as functions of both w tC and
w tt. Hence, their respective estimates are shown for two
extreme conditions:

wTE  wTC ; that provides the lower limit of w , and
aec;b;d  acc;b;d (or else Mec;b;d  Mcc;b;d ), that provides the
(unlikely) upper limit.
Observe that if the upper limit condition is adopted, both
Eqs. (16) and (17) seriously overestimate the w values, but
estimates are much better for the lower limit condition.
Nevertheless, even for the lower limit condition, the
`Argyris et al.' relation still overestimates w , for small b
values b  0:1±0:5 and for large w TC values (w TC $ 358).
This de®ciency is clearly improved with Eq. (17) used in the
proposed model.

4. Calculation of elastic strains
The elastic moduli Kt and Gt included in Eqs. (7a) and
(7b) are interrelated via a constant elastic Poisson's ratio n
according to isotropic elasticity:
Kt 

2 1 1 n
G
3 1 2 2n t

18

Furthermore, the tangential elastic shear modulus Gt is
assumed to decrease smoothly from its maximum value
Gmax to its ever-current value Gt according to the following

relation:
Gt 

Gmax
T

19a

where Gmax is given by a generalization of the wellestablished formula of Hardin [12]:
r
Bpa
p
Gmax 
19b
0:3 1 0:7e2 pa
The scalar parameter T ($1) is a function of the variation in
the value of the deviatoric stress ratio tensor r relative to its
value r ref at an appropriate reference state. This variation in
tensor r is quanti®ed with the aid of auxiliary scalar parameter xref
r given by:
q
ref
ref
xref
20
r  1=2 r 2 r  : r 2 r 
The model distinguishes two reference states: (a) the consolidation state for the ®rst shearing path, where rref  r0
0
and xref
r  xr ; and (b) the last shear reversal point (SR),
ref
SR
where r  rSR and xref
r  xr : Given these de®nitions,
T is expressed as:
8
9

 0 !k21
>
>
1
x
>
>
r
>
>
>
11k
21
; first shearing >
>
>
<
=
a1
h1
T
!

 SR k21
>
>
>
>
1
xr
>
>
>
>
>
>
k
2
1
;
after
SR
1
1
:
;
a1
2h 1


1
21 ;
21
#11k
a1
where a1 and h 1 are positive scalars, while k is a constant
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value of Gt remains constant and equal to G0min  G0max =1 1
k 1=a1 2 1: Under these simplifying assumptions, the
elastic stress±strain relation may become analytically integratable (see Ref. [27] for the variant of the model with
k  2). In this paper, the variable h 1 is related to a characteristic amplitude of shear strain g 1 (a model parameter)
according to:
!
t1
GSR
max
h1 
 a1
g1 ;
23
pSR
pSR

Fig. 4. Exemplary pure shear stress±strain [t ± g ] relation according to the
proposed Ramberg±Osgood type shear formulationÐeffect of a1.

that takes values $1. The simulations in this paper have
been performed with k  2; i.e. the value of the ®xed k in
the respective equation of Papadimitriou et al. [27]. Shear
reversal (SR) is de®ned with the aid of scalar xSR
e where:
q
SR
SR
xSR
22
e  1=2 e 2 e  : e 2 e 
More speci®cally, SR is de®ned at a point where dxSR
e
changes sign. By and large, SR can occur for both elastic
f , 0 and plastic states f  0: Furthermore, a SR point
is generally different from a point of loading reversal: from
loading (L . 0) to unloading (L , 0) or neutral loading
L  0:
Notice that Eqs. (19a) and (21) are reminiscent of the
well-established one-dimensional hysteretic model of
Ramberg and Osgood [29]. Besides hysteresis, the proposed
elastic strain formulation produces small irreversible strains
in closed shear stress cycles, due to the hypoelastic form of
Gmax. As such, the proposed model does not have a region of
true elastic behavior. According to Hueckel and Nova [13],
a better term for such formulations is para-elastic. Nevertheless, the term `elastic' strains is maintained in this paper
to remind that the strains estimated by Eqs. (7a) and (7b)
with the aid of Eqs. (18)±(22) apply to stress states within,
as well as on the yield surface.
To gain insight to the proposed elastic formulation and to
the role of parameters h 1 and a1 in Eq. (21), one may assume
pure shearing conditions, i.e. uni-directional t±g shearing
under constant normal stresses and strains. In this simpli®ed
SR
SR
SR
shearing case, xSR
r  ut 2 t u=po and xe  ug 2 g u=2:
Fig. 4 shows examples of the elastic stress±strain relation
resulting for pure monotonic and cyclic shear, which is
characterized by constant Gmax  G0max : As shown in this
®gure, model parameter a1 governs the non-linearity procuring from the elastic strain formulation, namely a decrease of
a1 leads to increased non-linearity. More importantly,
observe that the monotonic path for t , t1  h1 po  is characterized by a steadily decreasing Gt, while for t $ t1 ; the

where GSR
max and pSR are the values of the maximum shear
modulus Gmax and the mean effective stress p at the last SR,
respectively. For the ®rst shearing path in particular, GSR
max 
G0max and pSR  po ; i.e. variable h 1 is related to the values of
Gmax and p at consolidation.
Based on Eq. (23), variable h 1 becomes a measure
of shear stress ratio tensor r variation related to shear
strain amplitude g 1, independent of stress and density conditions. Since Gt  Gmin for g $ g1 ; parameter g 1 may be
interpreted as a threshold strain beyond which any further
degradation in the overall shear stiffness is due to the
development of plastic shear strain. From an experimental
point of view, Vucetic [32] found that irreversible strains
become increasingly signi®cant for cyclic shear strain
amplitudes g c larger than the cyclic threshold shear strain
g tv that varies between 6.5 £ 10 25 and 2.5 £ 10 24 for nonplastic sands and silts. Hence, g 1 is physically associated to
g tv.
5. Plastic strains and kinematic hardening
The direction of the plastic strain tensor R in Eq. (8) is
given the following general form:
Rn1

D
I
3

24

where D is a scalar parameter, named dilatancy coef®cient.
Observe that Eq. (24), which yields the direction of plastic
strain R, is very similar to Eq. (11a), which yields the loading direction L. Obviously, if R  L; then the model would
be characterized by an associated ¯ow rule and a condition
of D  2V would apply. In the proposed model, the ¯ow
rule is non-associated and D takes the following form [21]:
D  Ao d d

25
d

where Ao is a positive model constant and d is the scalar
distance from the dilatancy surface. Note that Eq. (25) is
practically an ef®cient generalization of the ¯ow rule of
Nova and Wood [25], who ®rst proposed an invariant
form of the dilatancy theory of Rowe [30].
Eq. (24) implies that the value of D affects merely the
volumetric component of the plastic strain rate d 1pp ; while
Eq. (25) shows that the sign of D depends solely on the sign
of dd : If, for example, loading L . 0 continues beyond the
dilatancy surface, then dd and D become negative and
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(7b), (8) and (24) can be rewritten in terms of the total strain
rates de and d1 p, as:
ds  2G t de 1 Kt d1p I 2 kLl 2Gt n 1 KDI

30

The ®rst two terms of the right side of Eq. (30) correspond to
an elastic prediction of the effective stress rate ds and the
third term to the plastic correction, which is necessary only
when L . 0: In this case, the loading index L must also be
rewritten in terms of de and d1 p. This is achieved by substituting Eqs. (11a)±(11c) into Eq. (9), which leads to:
Fig. 5. Effective stress path of a typical undrained triaxial test including
shear reversals (®gure reproduced from Ref. [15]).

consequently the resulting d 1pp becomes also negative, i.e.
dilative behavior is simulated. In this sense, the dilatancy
surface corresponds to the phase transformation line of
Ishihara et al. [15]. Moreover, to ensure that no dilation
occurs in the unlikely case of c . 0 and d d , 0; a requirement of D  0 is introduced until one of the two inequalities
ceases to hold [21].
The plastic modulus Kp in Eq. (9) is related to the distance
from the bounding surface d b as:
Kp  phb hf db

26

All parameters included in Eq. (26) are non-negative, except
for d b that essentially controls the sign of Kp. For instance,
when the bounding surface of the model is crossed, then
db , 0; and the post-peak strain softening behavior of dilative soils is initiated. Among the remaining parameters,
scalar parameter hf is an empirical macroscopic index of
the effect of sand fabric evolution during shearing, which
is presented in Section 6 that follows, while:
 m21
p
ud b u
hb  ho
27
b
pa
dref 2 udb u
where ho is retained a user-de®ned positive constant,
although it could also be made a function of the void ratio
e (e.g. [19, 6]). Exponent m is suggested to take values
0:5 # m # 1: All simulations in this paper have been
performed with m  1; i.e. the value of the ®xed m in the
respective equation of Papadimitriou et al. [27]. Furtherb
more, note that dref
is a reference distance corresponding
roughly to the u -related `diameter' of the bounding surface,
which is given by:

p
b
dref
28
 2=3 abu 1 abu1p
Given the plastic strain rate, one may specify the
kinematic hardening rule of the proposed formulation,
which is expressed via da. This is attained by imposing
the consistency condition df  0; which gives:
da  kLlhb hf ab 2 a

29

Finally, taking into account that ds  ds 1 dpI; Eqs. (7a),

L

2G t n : de 1 VKt d1p
Kp 1 2Gt 2 VKt D

31

6. Effect of sand fabric evolution during cyclic shearing
Whenever fabric effects are accounted for in elastoplastic
models, the resulting formulations are relatively complex,
since they are usually characterized by either modi®ed stress
invariants [20], or by joint stress and plastic strain invariants
[3]. The approach followed in this paper is much simpler:
fabric evolution is assumed to merely affect the plastic strain
rate d1 p, through an empirical factor hf that scales the plastic
modulus Kp in Eq. (26).
The formulation of hf is based on a series of experimental
observations that are fully described in Papadimitriou [26]
and Papadimitriou et al. [27]. In summary, combined results
from various laboratory studies of sand response show that
successive shearing cycles of relatively small amplitude
lead to a continuously stiffening unloading±reloading
response [18]. Fabric evolution, namely changes in the
orientation of contact normals, must be regarded as the
governing factor of this response, since such continuously
stiffening unloading±reloading behavior has been observed
not only in drained shearing [18], but also in undrained
shearing, at least far from initial liquefaction [9,31].
On the other hand, Ladd et al. [18] showed that when the
successive shearing cycles are of larger amplitude, the
unloading paths become signi®cantly more compliant. In
parallel, Ishihara et al. [15], based on experimental evidence
such as that shown in Fig. 5, established that the unloading
paths become compliant only when they initiate after dilation has occurred (e.g. compare unloading paths 6±7 and 8±
9 to paths 2±3 and 4±5 in Fig. 5). In other words, they
identi®ed the phase transformation line (PTL), i.e. the stress
threshold between contractive and dilative monotonic shearing, as the borderline between gradually stiffening and
compliant unloading. This is in agreement with studies of
fabric evolution, which show signi®cant re-structuring of
the fabric upon the onset of dilation [23].
Although fabric is a fully directional property, the
previous experimental evidence allows for a simplifying
simulation of its effect on the stress±strain behavior via
scalar hf in Eq. (26). In this model, hf employs the use of
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Fig. 6. Simulation of an undrained triaxial test including shear reversals: (a) effective stress path [q±p], (b) evolution of index hf during this test.

a macroscopic second order fabric tensor F, as:
hf 

2

1 1 kF : Il
1 1 kF : nl

32

If this fabric tensor F is deconvoluted according to:
F  f 1 fp =3I

33

where fp  trace F; then Eq. (32) can be rewritten in terms
of f and fp as:
hf 

1 1 k fp l2
1 1 kf : nl

34

According to Eq. (34), when fp increases, the value of hf
increases as well and leads to a smaller plastic strain rate
(Eqs. (8), (9) and (26)). On the contrary, when f:n increases,
the opposite trend is observed. In all cases, scalar hf
takes merely positive values, due to the included Macauley
brackets.
Based on the above, the role of F can be deconvoluted
into the roles of fp and f, which are distinctly different.
Similarly, the de®nition of rates dfp and df are also given
a distinctly different form. Their common ground is the
correlation of fabric evolution to dilative or contractive
behavior, and consequently to the plastic volumetric strain
rate d1pp :
dfp  H d1pp

35a

D
E
df  2H 2d 1pp Cn 1 f 

35b

where H and C are model parameters. It is noted that the
general form of Eq. (35b) was used by Dafalias and
Manzari [5], and is elaborated on in the upcoming Dafalias and Manzari [6], in an attempt to apply a strictly
deviatoric (i.e. fp  0) fabric effect on the dilatancy coef®cient D, instead of both a deviatoric and a volumetric
fabric effect on the plastic modulus Kp proposed herein.
According to Eq. (35a), fp develops during all paths characterized by d1pp ± 0; i.e. fp follows practically the whole
shearing history of the sand. This is not the case for the
deviatoric part f, which develops only when d1pp , 0 due
to the Macauley brackets included in Eq. (35b). In other

words, f develops only during dilation and in the opposite
sense relative to tensor [Cn 1 f]. In this way, tensor
[Cn 1 f], and consequently df, will eventually become
zero and remain as such until a potential change in the
shearing direction (which would change the direction of
n). According to Eqs. (35a) and (35b), while parameter H
controls the rate of fp and f development, parameter C
corresponds to the max norm of f.
To clarify the operation of Eqs. (35a) and (35b) and the
role of the fabric evolution index hf in Eq. (34), Fig. 6a
presents a simulation of an undrained triaxial test including
shear reversals, that resembles that of Fig. 5. In parallel, Fig.
6b presents the evolution of index hf all along the simulated
path of Fig. 6a. Observe that while scalar hf is generally a
continuous function for shear paths below the PTL (e.g. 1±
4), it may present `jumps' at points where the shearing
direction is reversed after dilation has occurred (e.g. from
point 5 to 5 0 ). The reason for this `jump' is the activation of
the denominator of hf.
In more detail, all along a shear path that remains under
the PTL (where d1pp . 0; e.g. path 1±4), trace fp and thus the
numerator of hf increases. This trend is reversed during
dilation, where d1pp , 0 (e.g. along path 4±5). Nevertheless,
the numerator never takes values less than 1, because of the
included Macauley brackets.
As alluded above, the denominator of hf does not follow
the whole shearing history. For example, all along shear
path 1±4 that remains under the PTL (where d1pp . 0),
tensor f  0 and the denominator remains equal to 1.
When the shear path continues beyond the PTL (e.g.
path 4±5), tensor f begins to develop. Nevertheless, the
value of the denominator remains equal to 1 during this
dilative shear path, because f develops in the opposite
sense of n and thus kf : nl  0: The denominator becomes
larger than 1, only after a shear reversal that follows a
dilative path (e.g. at point 5 0 , following path 4±5). The
value it takes corresponds to the value of f developed during
the preceding dilative path and is maintained until the
next shear reversal, or until tensor f starts developing
towards a different direction (e.g. beyond the PTL in triaxial
extension in Fig. 6).
Application of this formulation showed that C should be
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Table 1
Model parameters: calibration, typical range and values for the cyclic shearing of Nevada sand
Parameter

Physical meaning

(ecs)a
l
M cc

Critical state Line location
in the [e±ln p] space
Critical state strength in triaxial
compression
Critical state strength in triaxial
extension
Elastic shear modulus constant
Non-linearity of elastic shear
modulus
Strain limit of elastic modulus
degradation
Elastic Poisson's ratio
Effect of c on peak stress ratio
Effect of c on stress ratio at
phase transformation
Dilatancy constant
Plastic modulus constant
Fabric index constant
Effect of major principal stress
on fabric index

Mec
B
a1

g1
n
kcb
kcd
Ao
ho
Ho
z

Calibration
Triaxial tests
Triaxial compression tests
Triaxial extension tests

2

0.809
0.022
1.25

0.86±1.0

0.90

500±900
0.45±0.85

Gs/Gmax ± g c data
(correlation to g tv)
1D unloading path
Triaxial compression tests
Triaxial compression tests

0:65 £ 1024 ±2:5 £ 1024
0.2±0.4
0.5±4.0
0.1±3.0

Triaxial tests
Triaxial tests
Cyclic triaxial tests
Cyclic triaxial tests

1.0±3.0
1000±10000
50,000±100,000
0.5±2.5

36

In this way, the maximum value of the denominator
2
becomes equal to 1 1 maxu fp u i.e. the maximum value
ever retained by the numerator, and the use of the fabric
evolution index hf necessitates only the calibration of H.
Re®ned simulations can be obtained if the value of H is
correlated to initial conditions by:

2z
s
H  Ho 1o
k 2 c ol
37
pa
where Ho and z are positive constants, c o is the value of the
state parameter at consolidation and s 1o is the value of the
major principal effective stress at consolidation. Based on
Eq. (37), parameter H becomes non-zero merely for initially
dilative states (c o , 0). This implies that only for such
states the effect of fabric evolution is considered necessary
to be simulated. Similarly, the more dilative the state is, the
more important should the effect of fabric evolution be.
Hence, H is set to increase with increasing k 2 c ol, as
well as with decreasing s 1o. Furthermore, the use of s 1o
as a measure of the initial con®nement in Eq. (37) was
quali®ed over the mean stress po (utilized in the respective
equation of Papadimitriou et al. [27]) for better simulation
of the effect of initial stress anisotropy on the rate of fabric
evolution.
The form of hf in this paper is a generalization of a similar, but more simpli®ed, fabric evolution index that was
presented by Papadimitriou [26] and Papadimitriou et al.
[27,28]. In those cases, the emphasis was on triaxial shearing and a non-directional index hf in the form of a ratio of
appropriate plastic volumetric strain integrals could be

Nevada sand

0.72±0.90
0.01±0.03
1.20±1.37

Gmax data
Gs/Gmax ± g c data

estimated by:
C  maxu fp u

Typical range

520
0.67
2:5 £ 1024
0.31
1.45
0.3
2.1
5000
68,000
1.0

successfully used. In the multiaxial stress space, the directivity of fabric evolution should be accounted for and is
incorporated here via the fabric tensor F. Nevertheless, all
underlying assumptions for fabric evolution remain similar
and so is the operation of a ratio-like index hf as a scalar
multiplier of the plastic modulus Kp.
7. Model evaluation
Table 1 presents the list of model parameters, along with
their range for typical non-cohesive soils and comments
regarding the calibration procedure. As deduced from this
table, most parameters are calibrated on the basis of monotonic and cyclic triaxial tests, supplemented by resonant
column tests. Details on the calibration procedure, as well
as sensitivity runs, can be found in Ref. [27]. Only parameters Ho and z of this model are not included in Ref. [27]
and this is because the fabric evolution index hf has been
formulated in a new way, herein. Nevertheless, these parameters are calibrated similar to Fo and x of Ref. [27], which
are the respective parameters related to hf in that paper.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed model for
multiaxial cyclic shearing under widely variable initial
conditions, a total of 27 cyclic shearing tests are used.
These include resonant column, triaxial and direct simple
shear tests on Nevada sand [2], for two distinct initial void
ratios: eo ù 0.66 and eo ù 0.73. All pertinent simulations are
performed with the parameter values presented in Table 1.
Similar comparisons for monotonic (drained and undrained)
tests on the same sand are presented by Papadimitriou et al.
[27].
Fig. 7 presents summary comparisons of model simulations to data for the secant shear modulus Gs and the hysteretic
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Fig. 7. Summary comparison of simulations versus data from 15 resonant
column tests for Nevada sand [2], in terms of: (a) Gmax, (b) Gs/Gmax ± g c and
(c) j ± g c.

damping j taken from 15 resonant column tests, under
various consolidation stresses (p o  40; 80, 160 and
320 kPa) and densities (eo ù 0.66 and 0.73). More speci®cally, in Fig. 7a, each symbol corresponds to a different test
and is obtained using as coordinates on one hand the
measured value, and on the other hand the respective simulated value of Gmax. The solid diagonal line is the locus of
perfect agreement between simulations and measurements.

The notation in Fig. 7b and c and is not the same. More
speci®cally, circular and rhombic symbols correspond to
test data, while the dashed and solid lines denote average
estimates of the upper and lower bounds of the simulated Gs/
Gmax ± g c and j ± g c curves for the initial conditions at hand.
These estimates are based on example simulations marked
by crosses in Fig. 7b and c.
It is deduced that the proposed model simulates the values
of Gs accurately, from their initial values Gmax (Fig. 7a) to
their degraded values for larger cyclic shear strain amplitudes, expressed through the Gs/Gmax ratios (Fig. 7b). On
the other hand, the damping ratio j values are overestimated
for cyclic strain amplitudes g c larger than about 3 £ 10 25.
This overestimation can be attributed to the fact that the
pertinent j measurements are relatively low compared
with empirical curves for non-cohesive soils from the literature. For example, observe the pertinent curve of Vucetic
and Dobry [33] added to Fig. 7c (thin dashed line).
Fig. 8 compares the measured to the simulated response
in two element tests performed on Nevada sand. Speci®cally, plots 8a(i) and 8a(ii) present the measured effective
stress path (q±p) and deviatoric stress±strain relation (q±
1 v) of a cyclic triaxial liquefaction test with eo ù 0.73, while
plots 8a(iii) and 8a(iv) present their simulations. Similarly,
plots 8b(i) and 8b(ii) present the measured t ± s v relation
and the t ± g relation of a cyclic direct simple shear liquefaction test with eo ù 0.66, while plots 8b(iii) and 8b(iv)
present their simulations. It is observed that the proposed
model simulates test measurements in an equally satisfactory manner, for both triaxial and direct simple shearing
conditions.
For a more global evaluation of the simulation of excess
pore pressure buildup, Fig. 9 presents a summary comparison of simulations to data from 12 cyclic liquefaction tests
on Nevada sand. In particular, Fig. 9a refers to 6 triaxial
liquefaction tests with eo ù 0.73, while Fig. 9b refers to 6
direct simple shear liquefaction tests with eo ù 0.66. Note
that these results include the tests of Fig. 8 (tests 1 and 2), as
denoted. The comparison is performed in terms of the rate of

Fig. 8. Example comparisons of data versus simulations of 2 cyclic liquefaction tests on Nevada sand [2]: (a) triaxial test, (b) direct simple shear test.
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Fig. 9. Summary comparison of data versus simulations of 12 cyclic liquefaction tests on Nevada sand [2], in terms of the `average' rate of excess pore pressure
DuN with number of shear cycles N: (a) triaxial tests, (b) direct simple shear tests.

buildup of the `average' excess pore pressure DuN versus the
number of shear cycles N. The average excess pore pressure
DuN corresponds to the value of Du after the completion of N
shearing cycles. To enable comparison between tests of
different initial and shearing conditions, DuN is normalized
to the po of each triaxial test and to the initial vertical consolidation stress s v0 of each direct simple shear test. For the
same reason, the number of shear cycles N is normalized to
NIL, i.e. the number of shear cycles to initial liquefaction. On
the whole, simulations are in good gross agreement with
experimental data, despite the variability of initial and shearing conditions that is noted in the legends of Fig. 9a and b.
Finally, of practical interest is the accuracy of the
predicted liquefaction strength in both triaxial and direct

simple shear testing conditions. This is evaluated in Fig.
10, in terms of the appropriate liquefaction curves: qc/po ±
NIL for triaxial tests (Fig. 10a) and t c/s v0 ±NIL for direct
simple shear tests (Fig. 10b). Observe that despite the
considerable scatter of test results, the average liquefaction
curves procuring from the simulations are in good agreement with the curves that are based on the test data, irrespective of initial and shearing conditions.
In order to ascertain the contribution of the constitutive
ingredients introduced in this paper to the above successful
model performance, some of the simulations are repeated by
neglecting:
(a) the Ramberg±Osgood type formulation (by setting

Fig. 10. Summary comparison of data versus simulations of 12 cyclic liquefaction tests on Nevada sand [2], in terms of the number of cycles NIL for initial
liquefaction: (a) triaxial tests, (b) direct simple shear tests.
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Fig. 11. Parametric simulations of resonant column tests, in terms of the
average: (a) Gs/Gmax ± g c curves and (b) j ± g c curves. Squares: proposed
model runs; triangles: runs neglecting the Ramberg±Osgood type
formulation T  1; crosses: runs neglecting the effect of fabric evolution
h f  1:

a 1  1:0; that leads to T  1) and
(b) the effect of fabric evolution (by setting Ho  0; that
leads to hf  1).
More speci®cally, Fig. 11 refers to the resonant column
test simulations for po  320 kPa and eo  0:73 of Fig. 7,
and compares the new simulations to those obtained with
the parameters of Table 1, in terms of the average curves of
Gs/Gmax ± g c and j ± g c. The curves referring to runs
performed with the parameters of Table 1 are denoted by
`proposed model', while the curves referring to the two sets
of parametric runs by `T  1' and `h f  1;' accordingly.
Similarly, Fig. 12 refers to the direct simple shear cyclic
liquefaction test 2 of Fig. 8b, and presents an analogous
comparison of the three simulations by maintaining the
same notation. To attain a fair comparison between the
three sets of simulations, the value of the plastic modulus
constant ho in the `T  1' and `hf  1' parametric runs has
been appropriately increased to ho  10 000 and ho  8000;
respectively, in order to achieve the same value of excess
pore pressure Du  47:1 kPa after the ®rst shear cycle in
all three simulations (Fig. 12).
Observe that neglecting the effect of fabric evolution
(`hf  1') in Fig. 11 produces minute differences in the
simulated response. On the other hand, when the
Ramberg±Osgood type formulation is neglected (`T  1'),
the model cannot simulate the non-linearity involved in the
response of non-cohesive soils at relatively small cyclic
strain amplitudes (compare with actual measurements in
Fig. 7b and c).
In the parametric analyses of Fig. 12, it becomes evident
that neglecting the effect of fabric evolution (`hf  1'),
initial liquefaction is reached faster, due to an unrealistically

Fig. 12. Parametric simulations of a cyclic direct simple shear test, in terms
of the t ± s n and the t ± g relations: (a) proposed model run, (b) run neglecting the Ramberg±Osgood type formulation T  1 and (c) run neglecting
the effect of fabric evolution h f  1:

high rate of excess pore pressure buildup (compare with
actual measurements in Fig. 8b). Furthermore, the rate of
permanent strain accumulation is also overestimated
(compare with actual measurements in Fig. 8b). On the
other hand, neglecting the Ramberg±Osgood type formulation does not produce a large differentiation in the simulated response, with the exception of the relatively smaller
strains.
8. Conclusions
In summary, this paper proposes a new kinematic
hardening, yield/bounding surface plasticity model for
multiaxial cyclic shearing of sands. The model incorporates
strength anisotropy, to the extent that the proposed shape
of the non-circular conical surfaces in the multiaxial stress
space is formulated in accordance with experimental
evidence. The state of the material cannot be determined
by the current s, but also requires the current location of
the yield surface a. Moreover, shearing memory is one of
the basic constitutive ingredients and is introduced via: (a) a
non-linear hysteretic (Ramberg±Osgood type) formulation
for the elastic strain rate d1 e and (b) an empirical estimator
of the effect of fabric evolution during shearing, which
affects the plastic strain rate d1 p. These are the two basic
novelties of the proposed model.
The comparison of analytical simulations to experimental
data veri®es that the model can provide satisfactory accuracy for multiaxial cyclic shearing, under variable initial
stresses and densities and shear strain amplitudes ranging
from 1 £ 10 26 up to 1 £ 10 22, i.e. from low amplitude
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resonant column tests to the ®nal stages of cyclic liquefaction tests (at initial liquefaction).
Of special importance is that this accuracy is obtained
with a single set of parameters, due to the aforementioned
two basic novelties of the proposed model. In particular, it is
the Ramberg±Osgood type formulation that is crucial for
simulating the non-linear hysteretic response at relatively
small cyclic strain amplitudes, a key element of behavior
in wave propagation problems. In addition, it is the fabric
evolution index hf that ensures accuracy in the simulation of
liquefaction and cyclic mobility problems, encountered for
relatively large cyclic shear strains.
This accuracy has been the primary aim of this research,
since it is considered as the key element for consistent
numerical analyses of boundary value problems of geotechnical earthquake engineering. Indeed, such analyses require
the simultaneous modeling of seismic wave propagation
through the soil mass, concurrently with the resulting excess
pore pressure buildup, strain accumulation and shear
strength degradation.
It is acknowledged that the implementation of the proposed model in a numerical code may lead to certain modi®cations in the mathematics of constitutive equations, as a
result of verifying the performance of the model for more
complex shearing and boundary conditions. Nevertheless,
the concepts, assumptions and basic equations of the
proposed model are not expected to require modi®cations.
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